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Micromagnetic simulations of magnetostatically coupled Nickel nanowires
Riccardo Hertela)

Max-Planck-Institute of Microstructure Physics, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany

~Received 24 May 2001; accepted for publication 17 August 2001!

Magnetic structures and magnetization processes in arrays of closely packed Ni nanowires~length
l 51 mm, diameterd540 nm, and period: 100 nm! are investigated by means of micromagnetic
modelling. The simulations are performed with an algorithm based on the finite element method
combined with the boundary element method which allows for the accurate calculation of
magnetostatic interactions. Magnetization states of Ni nanowires at zero field are calculated. Only
few, simple magnetization configurations result to be stable. Transient states of the magnetization
indicate that magnetization reversal occurs by means of nucleation at the ends of the particles and
subsequent soliton propagation. Hysteresis loops of up to 16 interacting nanowires are simulated. It
turns out that magnetostatic interactions between the wires have a significant influence on the
switching field. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1412275#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently developed techniques for fabricating regular
rays of magnetic wires have given rise to several studies
the interesting magnetic properties of these systems.1–4 Not
much is known about the details of the magnetization p
cesses occurring in arrays of closely packed magn
nanowires. Even in single nanowires, surprisingly involv
domain structures can be found.4 The problem become
highly complex when the long-range magnetostatic coup
between the wires is considered.2,3 Therefore, modeling of
such systems is often subject to strong simplifications.
instance, the magnetostatic interaction is sometimes tre
by assuming that the wires may be regarded as dipoles2 In
other cases, the magnetization reversal mode of magn
wires is assumed to be a uniform rotation.5 Though many of
the models based on simplifying assumptions yield go
agreement with experimental observation, their physical
lidity is not clear.

On the other hand, rigorous micromagnetic simulatio
have been performed for single, isolated nanowires and e
gated particles.6–8 In these cases, the magnetostatic inter
tion of neighboring wires was generally omitted from t
simulation.

In this article a different approach is presented to stu
the magnetic structure and the hysteretic properties of Nic
nanowires. Instead of attempting to mimic an infinitely e
tended array of wires using more or less plausible simp
cations, a magnetostatically coupled ensemble consistin
a comparatively small number of wires is modeled witho
making simplifying assumptions concerning the magne
structure or the dipolar fields. It is understood that the rest
tion to a limited number of nanowires makes it difficult
relate the results directly to an infinitely extended array. T
procedure, however, allows one to analyze in detail the ef
of magnetostatic interactions from first principles by placi
an increasing number of wires on lattice sites and investi

a!Electronic mail: hertel@mpi-halle.mpg.de
5750021-8979/2001/90(11)/5752/7/$18.00
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ing the influence of the number of interacting wires on t
hysteretic properties like, e.g., the switching field of the
ray.

The material and the geometry chosen for the simu
tions is inspired by experimental studies performed rece
by Nielschet al.9 According to these experiments, the fo
lowing model has been chosen for the simulation:

~i! A regular, hexagonal array of wires is assumed. T
center-to-center spacing between the wires is 100 nm.

~ii ! The diameter of the wires is 40 nm, their length is
mm.

~iii ! The wires consist of nearly amorphous Nicke
Hence, magnetocrystalline anisotropy is neglected. An
change constantA51.05310211 J/m and a saturation polar
ization Js5uJu50.52 T have been chosen to simulate t
micromagnetic properties of Ni.

A possible technical application of ordered arrays
magnetic nanowires is a perpendicular data storage med
This is probably better realized with shorter wires. If th
magnetization state of a nanowire is used as an informa
unit, the writing process could become problematic if t
wires are too long. In order to compare the computed res
to the experiments, however, the geometry of the wires
been chosen as just described above.

II. MICROMAGNETIC BACKGROUND AND
NUMERICAL METHOD

Equilibrium structures of the magnetization are char
terized by local energy minima. The total energyEtot of a
given arrangement of the magnetization in a ferromagn
sample reads

Etot5Ean1Eexc1Edem1EZee , ~1!

where the terms on the right-hand side denote the anisot
energy, the exchange energy, the stray field energy, and
Zeeman energy, respectively. These contributions are usu
sufficient for micromagnetic simulations. For given mater
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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5753J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 90, No. 11, 1 December 2001 R. Hertel
parameters and the external fieldHext, the total energy~1! of
a ferromagnetic sample is uniquely determined by the dir
tional field of the polarizationJ within the sample. Since the
anisotropy in the case considered here is set to zero, the
energy of the sample writes10

Etot5E
(V)

(
i 5x,y,z

A•~“mi !
22

1

2
Hd•J2Hext•J dV. ~2!

HereV, is the volume of the sample andmi are the Cartesian
components of the reduced magnetizationm5J/uJu. The
vector field Hd denotes the stray field which is discuss
next.

The principle of the algorithm consists in minimizing th
total energy by varying the direction of the polarizationJ at
discrete points and thus obtaining an approximation of
equilibrium arrangement of the magnetization.

A. Discretization

For the calculation, a discretized form of Eq.~2! is used.
The volume integration becomes a sum of integrals over s
regions, i.e., the finite elements. The polarizationJ, dis-
cretized at the nodes of the finite element mesh, is inter
lated linearly within each element. Tetrahedral elements
irregular shape are used.

Each nanowire is subdivided into 10 020 finite elemen
Figure 1~a! shows an array of nanowires as it is used in
simulation. The discretization mesh is shown in Fig. 1~b!.
The circular cross section can be approximated very w
using relatively few discretization points. This is an exam
for the geometrical flexibility of the finite element metho
Regular cube-shaped discretization cells which are typic
used in finite difference methods would require a mu
higher number of cells in order to approximate the sha
realistically.

The triangulation is performed usingQHULL.11 Some ef-
fort has to be made to remove and correct degenerate
ments which result from the triangulation if the body is n
strictly convex. After this first triangulation, the mesh is fu
ther refined using a longest-edge bisection scheme.12 To

FIG. 1. ~a! An array of nanowires as used in the calculation.~b! Magnified
view on the top of one wire. The lines represent the edges of the fi
elements.
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build up a regular array of nanowires, the same mesh is u
for each nanowire which is ‘‘replicated’’ by shifting the po
sition of the nodes.

B. Energy minimization

The minimization of the total energy~2! has to be per-
formed with the constraint of constant magnitude of the p
larization uJu5Js5const. This is achieved by representin
the local polarization vector with polar angles

J( i )5Js3S sinq i cosw i

sinq i sinw i

cosq i

D , ~3!

and minimizing the total energy with respect toq andw at
each nodei.

The numerical implementation of the exchange ene
term is of the type

Eexc5 (
k5x,y,z

jk•X• jk , ~4!

where the components of the vectorsjx , jy , and jz are the
Cartesian x, y, and z components, respectively, o
J( i )(q i ,w i)/Js at each nodei according to Eq.~3!, i.e., the
discretized directional field of the magnetization. The mat
X is sparse which allows a fast evaluation of this energy te
at low memory requirements even for large problems.

The discretized form of the Zeeman term is

EZee52 (
i 51,N

Hext•J~q i ,w i !•DVi , ~5!

where the summation is extended over all nodes andDVi is
the volume assigned to each nodei.

Both, the exchange energy and Zeeman term can
minimized easily by means of the conjugate gradient met
which needs to be supplied by the gradients]E/]q i and
]E/]w i .13

The same holds, in principle, for the stray field energ
However, the stray fieldHd is a nonlocal function of the
magnetic structure, so that this energy term becomes
complex for a direct evaluation, let alone the determinat
of the gradients. Therefore, the stray field is determin
separately by means of a magnetic scalar potential, as
cussed in the next section. For a given magnetic structure
stray fieldHd is calculated. After this, the magnetic structu
is relaxed to an energetic minimum assuming a station
demagnetizing field. The stray field is updated after the m
netization has relaxed. In practice, the energy minimizat
is interrupted after a maximum of 50 iterations and a refre
ment of the stray field is performed in order to maintain
close correlation between the magnetic structure and
stray field. The process is repeated until convergence
reached, i.e., till the minimization routine is not able to fu
ther reduce the total energy. The termination criterion for
minimization is a fractional tolerance parameter which s
nals that the minimization is completed if the routine fails

te
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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decrease the function value by more than this amount on
iteration. Numerical experiments have shown that a rela
tolerance of 1028 is suitable.

C. Calculation of the demagnetizing field

The stray field is derived from a scalar potentialU ac-
cording to

Hd52“U. ~6!

The scalar potential for a given magnetic configuration
obtained by solving Poisson’s equation

DU5
1

m0
“•J. ~7!

The boundary conditions

U iu]V5Uou]V , ~8!

]U i

]n̂
U

]V

2
]Uo

]n̂
U

]V

5
1

m0
n̂•J, ~9!

and

lim
x→`

U50 ~10!

need to be considered, whereU i andUo are the inward and
the outward limit of the potential at the surface]V and n̂ is
the normal vector directed out of the sample.

The problem~7!–~10! is treated by splitting the potentia
into a sum of two potentialsU5U11U2. Poisson’s Eq.~7!
is solved for U1 with Neumann boundary conditions~9!,
settingU150 outside the magnetic particle. The values
U2 at the surface can be obtained from the result ofU1 by
means of a boundary integral. With these Dirichlet bound
conditions, Laplace’s equation is solved forU2.

Fredkin and Koehler were the first who applied th
method to micromagnetic problems. They have provide
detailed description on this finite element method combin
with the boundary element method to calculate magnetos
fields.14 Besides the high accuracy, this method has the
vantage of allowing one to calculate the magnetostatic in
action of separate particles without the need to discretize
nonmagnetic area in between.15 This feature is very profit-
able for the calculation of magnetostatically coupled m
netic wires as presented here.

Numerically, the elliptic differential equations are solve
using the Galerkin method which yields a sparse symme
system of linear equations that can be solved numerica
e.g., with the biconjugate gradient method.13 All matrices
involved in the calculation are sparse except for one de
matrix B which is used to calculate the potential at t
boundary,

F25BF1. ~11!

The vectorsF1 and F2 contain the values of the potentia
U1 andU2 at the boundary nodes, respectively. This mat
has the rankNs3Ns (Ns : number of nodes at the surfac!
and can become of considerable size. Storage of this m
may even exceed the available memory of the computer. T
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is not a problem since at no time during the calculation is
completematrix required. In the present calculation, the m
trix is written and read in bundles of 500 rows and the mat
multiplication ~11! is split up accordingly. Care must b
taken to calculate the matrix elements ofB with high preci-
sion. As pointed out by Fredkin and Koehler,14 this can be
achieved either by means of numerical integration or by
ing analytic formulas.16 After trying both methods, the latte
has been chosen because for growing rank ofB, the time
required for the preprocessing grows tremendously in
case of numerical integration if a reasonable order of in
polation ~about 16! is used. The matrixB—like all other
matrices used in the program—needs to be calculated
once during the preprocessing.

III. SINGLE, ISOLATED NI WIRE

A. Zero field states

To investigate the possible stable magnetic structure
a single nanowire, the energy minimization is performed
zero external field starting with completely random initi
configurations. This procedure has been successful in find
possible magnetic structures in thin film elements and fe
magnetic cubes.17

The special geometry of the sample does not allow
significantly diverse magnetic structures. The dominant
fect of the demagnetizing field~‘‘shape anisotropy’’! favors
an alignment of the magnetic moments parallel to the sy
metry axis. Hence, if the magnetic structure of the wire
subdivided in magnetic domains, the domains are regi
with magnetization in the direction of the symmetry ax
Except for minor deviations at the ends of the wires, the o
inhomogeneous structures which result from the simulat
are head-on domain walls as shown in Fig. 2, the juncti
between the domains are 180° walls. This type of dom
wall is a typical soliton, which propagates without changi
shape when exposed to an external magnetic field. An
muthal torsion of the magnetic structure within the doma
wall is not observed. The domain wall structure does
differ for the case that the magnetization in the adjacent
mains is directed towards or away from the domain wa
only the direction of the magnetization is opposed. A com
nation of two 180° wall types is shown in Fig. 3. The resu
ing 360° wall is possibly one type of magnetic structu
which leads to periodic contrasts as observed experimen
by magnetic force microscopy.4

FIG. 2. Head-on domain walls resulting from the simulation.~a! Magneti-
zation of the domains oriented towards the wall and~b! away from the wall.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Nucleation, propagation, and orientation of solitons
crucial for the magnetization reversal process, as will be
cussed in Sec. III C.

B. Hysteresis

Hysteresis loops are investigated by applying exter
fields ranging from1500 to 2500 mT and back to1500
mT in different directions. The field is reduced~incremented!
in steps of65 mT after a converged state is found. This is
quasistatic simulation, i.e., dynamic effects of the magn
zation reversal are not considered. Due to the special ge
etry, the term shape anisotropy in this case is reasonable
the direction along the wire may be regarded as an easy
of the magnetization. Therefore, in the following, the hyst
esis loops are labeled as ‘‘easy axis’’ and ‘‘hard axis’’ loo
according to the case when the field is applied nomina
parallel or perpendicular to the wire axis, respectively. Fig
4 shows a hysteresis loop of nearly perfect rectangular sh
where the field is applied nominally parallel to the wire ax

To avoid artificial, highly symmetric magnetic struc
tures, the direction of the external field is slightly tilted o
the z axis ~2°) in the case of the easy axis loops. This p
cedure has become common in numerical micromagn
simulations.18

For the easy axis loop, a remarkably high coercive fi
of m0Hext.142 mT results. The coercivity is solely due
shape anisotropy, since magnetically the wire is assume
be ideally soft. The hysteresis has a pronounced rectang
shape. This indicates that the wire switches between
homogeneously magnetized states.

In the hard axis case, the remanent state of a nanowi
not unique. Two different zero field states have been fou
after the wire was technically saturated perpendicular to
axis by an external field of 500 mT. The wire may either dr
in a two-domain state with a 180° wall in the middle~Fig. 2!

FIG. 3. A 360° wall may also be found as a metastable magnetiza
distribution.

FIG. 4. A hysteresis loop of nearly perfect rectangular shape is obtaine
the case of a single wire. The field is applied nominally parallel to the w
axis ~easy axis loop!.
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or in a single-domain state with homogeneous magnetiza
parallel to its axis. Since the hard axis loops do not g
significant insight in the physical processes, they are omi
here. In both cases of hard axis hysteresis loops~single do-
main and two-domain remanent state!, the wire saturates
technically at a field strength of about 260 mT.

C. Magnetization reversal

If an external field of sufficient strength is applied pa
allel to the wire, the magnetization reverses in a character
way. Nucleation starts at the ends of the wires. When
nucleation field is reached, the magnetization at the very
of the wire rotates out of the axis and finally reverses. Wh
this happens, the rest of the sample remains mostly hom
neously magnetized antiparallel to the field. The reversa
one end of the sample leads to the formation of a soli
which then propagates through the wire, thus reversing
complete magnetic structure. The code used for the calc
tion does not account for dynamic effects. A dynamic alg
rithm is desirable in order to determine the switching tim
Moreover, precessional effects during the soliton propaga
could reveal interesting features. These topics will be
dressed in future investigations. Nevertheless, the nuclea
mechanism can be observed also by analyzing the trans
states of the magnetization during the energy minimizat
as the routine modifies the magnetization towards the e
getic minimum. Recent studies19 show that the reversa
mechanism by means of nucleation and propagation is
found when Gilbert’s equation of motion for the magne
moments is integrated numerically.

Six transient states of the magnetization reversal o
single Ni wire are shown in Fig. 5. From the left- to righ
hand side of Figs. 5, the wires represent nonequilibri
magnetization states obtained with an increasing numbe
iterations. The color scaling indicates the local componen
the magnetization in the direction of the wire axis. In th
case, two solitons are created, one at each end. This pro
is inverse to a soliton–antisoliton nucleation.20 More fre-
quently, the formation of a single soliton is observed. T
switching of Nickel nanowires with this diameter is clear
not given by the classical reversal modes curling and u
form rotation. With increasing wire diameter, the onset o
curling reversal mode is expected.

IV. HEXAGONAL ARRAY OF WIRES

By placing an increasing number of nanowires on he
agonal lattice sites the effect of magnetostatic coupling
the hysteresis loops is studied.

A. Easy axis loops

For the easy axis loops, the following tendencies res
for an increasing number of nanowires:~i! The coercive field
decreases,~ii ! the remanence decreases, and~iii ! the satura-
tion field increases. In other words, the rectangular hyster
loop of a single nanowire becomes narrower and shea
when the magnetostatic interaction of the wires is taken i
account.
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The coercivity ranges fromm0H5142.5 mT for a single
nanowire tom0H5115.0 mT for the case of 16 nanowire
which is the largest set used in the calculation~cf. Fig. 6!.
The aivailable data is not sufficient to convincingly extrap
late a value of the coercive field for the caseN→`
(N: Number of interacting nanowires!. The experimental
result9 for the coercive field of a large array of magne
nanowires with the parameters as assumed here ism0HC

5100 mT. In the simulation, this value is approached w
with an increasing number of interacting wires, wherea
single nanowire results in having a significantly higher co
cive field.

The normalized remanence of arrays of a different siz
shown in Fig. 7. Clearly, the remanence is reduced with
increasing number of interacting wires as a consequenc

FIG. 5. ~Color! Magnetization reversal of a single Ni wire. The extern
field is m0Hext5145 mT. The magnetization is reversed by means o
nucleation–propagation process.

FIG. 6. The coercive field decreases with an increasing number of inte
ing wires.
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magnetostatic interaction. The effect, however, is very sm
which is attributed to the small number of nanowires.

The last of the aforementioned effects of magnetost
coupling on the easy axis hysteresis loop, i.e., the increas
the saturation field, is less evident from the obtained data.
increase from 130 mT for two interacting wires to 150 m
for nine interacting wires is observed. Calculations on s
nificantly larger arrays are currently not feasible due to
numerical costs. It is helpful to look at the magnetic structu
of a ‘‘large’’ set consisting of 16 wires near the coercive fie
to elucidate this effect. Figure 8 shows the magnetizat
state of 16 nanowires after saturation and subsequent a
cation of a reversed fieldm0Hext5120 mT. Half of the wires
have switched in direction of the applied field. Note that th
field is not strong enough to switch a single decoupled w
cf. Fig. 4. The reversal of some wires occurs because
stray field of neighboring wires adds to the external field a
leads to a higher field to which the magnetic moments
effectively exposed as compared to a single nanowire.
the same reason, the magnetic structure of an ensemb
shown in Fig. 8 is more stable with respect to an exter
field than a single wire. If a magnetic field is applied in th
direction of the axis of symmetry which is strong enough
switch most of the wires, those wires which are still magn
tized antiparallel to the field are confronted with the str
field of the reversed wires which is oriented opposite to
external field and hence reduces the local field.21 Therefore,
saturation is reached at higher field strength compared
single wire.

B. Hard axis loops

Magnetostatic coupling affects the shape of the hard a
loops qualitatively in the same way as just described for
case of the easy axis loops. However, since the hard
hysteresis loops are already narrow and show only v
small values for coercivity and remanence, the shape of
hysteresis loops hardly changes with the number of wires
typical hard axis hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 9.

ct-

FIG. 7. Slow but continuous reduction of the remanence with an increa
number of interacting wires.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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The remanent state of the wires is usually a two-dom
state with a 180° wall in the middle. These domain sta
result from magnetostatic coupling between the wires. If
ensemble of wires is technically saturated perpendicula
the wire axis by means of a sufficiently strong external fi
Hext, the stray field of this arrangement is inhomogeneou
the ends of the wires. As the external field is reduced to z
these inhomogeneities align the magnetization in oppo

FIG. 8. ~Color! Perspective view on 16 nanowires near the coercive fie
The colors represent thez component of the magnetization: The blue wir
have switched while the red wires are magnetized in their original state.
small yellow regions indicate the onset of magnetization reversal.

FIG. 9. Hysteresis loop of a coupled set of seven nanowires. The fie
applied perpendicular to the symmetry axis.
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directions within each wire, leading—in general—to a tw
domain state, cf. Fig. 10. The origin of magnetic doma
with an opposite orientation is similar to the formation
radial magnetization components in a ‘‘flower state’’ in
cube-shaped ferromagnetic sample,22 where a homogeneou
magnetization leads to an inhomogeneous demagneti
field near the edges. In fact, a similar inhomogeneous
rangement of the magnetization has been reported previo
for isolated, elongated permalloy particles near saturation
the hard axis direction.23 These simulations also yielded in
homogeneous magnetic structures at zero field after a fiel
sufficient strength was applied in the hard axis direction, a
corresponding experiments24 have confirmed this behavior
Due to magnetostatic coupling, however, in a set of clos
packed wires, the inhomogeneity spreads over the whole
ray and the symmetry of the magnetic structure within ea
single wire of the array is broken. This leads to a distributi
of wires which, after switching off the hard axis field, dro
into different magnetization states, namely of the type~a!
and ~b! in Fig. 2.

Hysteresis is determined mainly by the reversal of d
main walls in the middle of the wire. A magnetization reve

.

e

is

FIG. 10. ~Color! Zero field magnetization state of an array of nine nano
ires after saturation perpendicular to the wire axis. The magnetic config
tion of the wires is split in two domains.
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sal in unison is not observed for the complete set. In so
cases, however, not all of the wires of an array split in
domains.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using a micromagnetic algorithm based on the finite
ement combined with the boundary element method, hys
esis loops, and magnetization states of magnetostatic
coupled Nickel nanowires can be simulated without mak
use of simplifying assumptions. The most pronounced in
ence of magnetostatic coupling on the shape of the hyste
loops of an ensemble of wires is the reduction of the coerc
field with an increasing number of interacting wires. Only
the magnetostatic interaction of several wires is conside
the coercive field of the array approaches the experime
value well. Head-on domain walls and 360° walls can
found at zero external field, depending on the initial con
tions of the calculation. These 360° domain walls could
the origin of periodic magnetic structures observed in sin
nanowires which are reported in the literature. The reve
mechanism in the easy axis case is given by a nucleati
propagation process which starts at the ends of the w
Once a set of wires has been saturated parallel to the
inhomogeneous states of single wires only occur as trans
states, and in equilibrium states all wires are homogeneu
magnetized~though not necessarily in the same directio!.
According to these results, it appears to be acceptable to
the magnetostatic interaction with a model of interacting
poles, a procedure which is frequently used in the literat
in the absence of a better model. The apparent validity of
assumption is remarkable since the wires used in this si
lation are comparatively long~1 mm!. Contrary to this, the
results show that due to spontaneous domain formation, s
a model may not be useful after the set is saturated per
dicular to the wire axis.
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